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“Don’t take anything personally,” John Campanelli, Plain Dealer reporter, said on Feb. 24, 2006.
After having six years experience as a copy editor, Campanelli doesn’t take anything personally,
working on a team of three, producing Sunday’s pdQ section for the Plain Dealer. pdQ, “pretty
darned quick,” typically consists of light-hearted stories.
According to Campanelli, the rest of the paper is boring.
Being a copy editor, Campanelli learned the basic skills every reporter needs to become a good
journalist. He stated that copy editors use the Associate Press Stylebook every day. After a while,
you will memorize the book.
Copy editors have the tasks of checking facts and figures, AP Style editing and grammar, and
later working times. Based on the nature of the job, a copy editor has a typical day.
Campanelli was asked if he had a typical day as a journalist. He replied that none of his days are
typical. The tools he uses to complete his assignments include: leg work, talking to people,
research, and writing.
“This is one of the few jobs that is different every day and the stuff that interests you to do it,”
Campanelli said. His creative outlet as a copy editor was writing headlines for stories.
Historically, there is a general misconception about the working relationship between a reporter
and his editor. The editor typically only gives the reporter 20 percent of his news stories. The rest
of the ideas come from the reporter’s own ideas.
Even though his days are not typical, Campanelli explained that he does have story deadlines.
Currently, his stories are written ahead of time, allowing him to always make his deadlines.
Campanelli said that a normal timeframe for his stories are two to three days from start to finish.
Campanelli was asked about ethics for his job. He is called to cover events and has been offered
“wining and dining” opportunities. Other than trinkets he is given, meals, movie tickets, etc.
must be paid for by Campanelli. “I can’t take anything,” he said.
Campanelli’s stories are lighthearted in nature. A whole story talked about what happens to
professional athletes at work, and nature calls. He also writes about annoying hand-shake habits.
There have also been difficult stories. The most difficult topic he has had to cover dealt with
death. In Aug. 2005, his story talked about how someone could be buried for almost free.

That was the same week a large number of Marines were killed in Iraq. His story might have
been shelved, due to the Marine story.
Prior to being at the Plain Dealer, Campanelli was a reporter at the Lorain Morning Journal.
Being at a much smaller newspaper, Campanelli had the experience of reporting for the different
departments. With the reporting he did, he experienced stress due to short deadlines. However,
he never had to cover a fire or an accident.
“I got into journalism by accident totally,” said Campanelli.
A graduate of Ohio State University, Campanelli states if he hadn’t gotten into journalism, he
might have come an engineer.
“I always liked cartoons and submitted them to the student paper,” he said. “It seemed like they
were rejected even before I sent them in.”
During his third year, a few of his cartoons were printed. This prompted Campanelli to start
hanging out in the school’s newsroom. It was at this time that he decided to switch his major to
journalism.
He states that a good journalist has to be interested in the world. A good journalist has to be a
good communicator.
As a new writer, there are many common mistakes made. Interns tend to be very smart and very
hungry for the work, but also too arrogant. Campanelli said that as a new writer, you should learn
from your mistakes.
“Don’t take anything personally,” he said.

